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Abstract: A set of experiments is performed to experimentally validate that
Learning Feed-Forward Control can compensate for reproducible errors that were
introduced because of a low-cost electro-mechanical construction. A linear motor
is used in this set of experiments in which the magnet plates and the driving coils
could be exchanged. Several configurations are tested with different combinations
of magnet plates and coils while Learning Feed-Forward Control is used to
compensate for the disturbing effects. It is shown that the tracking error after
learning is hardly influenced by the accuracy of the placement of the magnets and
the tolerance on their strength. This allows to use low-cost magnets in a linear
motor without degenerating the performance. The quality of the driving coils has
a more significant influence on the tracking error after learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mechatronic design approach develops a sys-
tem. The mechanical construction and the con-
trol of this system are not separated but seen
as one in the design phase. It is kept constant
in mind that a broad set of solutions leads to
a system with the given specifications. Due to
this integrated approach control and construction
are interchangeable and this freedom, acquired by
the mechatronic approach, can be used to fulfill a
second objective, e.g. low-cost construction. This
approach can be applied for the design of a linear
motor. Instead of expensive construction, we in-
vestigate the possibility to reduce the cost of the
constructional part of the motor and to compen-
sate for the resulting loss of performance by means
of learning control. The motor we investigate has
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permanent magnets fixed on the stationary part.
A three phase current has to be applied with
a certain phase depending on the position and
velocity of the translator to generate a thrust
force. To increase this force, the coils in the trans-
lator are mounted on an iron comb to bundle the
flux. The permanent magnets in the stationary
part attract these iron cores, which results in
cogging forces. The motor has preference positions
due to this attraction and during a movement a
periodic force is exerted on the translator. By
skewing the permanent magnets this effect can
be minimised (Gieras and Piech, 2000). However,
to obtain the reduction of the cogging force by
skewing the magnets, the set of magnets should be
tightly toleranced and placed with high accuracy.

Accurate placement is a constructional expensive
solution and is therefore unwanted. A possible
solution to avoid this accurate placement is to
identify the attraction force between the iron and



the permanent magnets and apply a feed-forward
force by the control mechanism to counteract
the attraction force. This allows larger tolerances
on the placement and the magnet strength, be-
cause the effect it would have is compensated
for before introducing an error. Another expen-
sive constructional solution is used to minimise
the magnetic field present outside of the moving
part. Generally, the coils are placed on a comb of
iron to bound the flux within the coils as stated
before. The outer-teeth don’t contain coils and
are merely used to minimise the magnetic field
present next to the translator. This part of the
magnetic field would interact with the permanent
magnets, which would also result in an unwanted
force. These outer-teeth are less desirable because
they limit the stroke. Again, it would be prof-
itable if the related disturbance force would be
compensated for by a feed-forward controller such
that these outer-teeth could be omitted without
introducing an increased tracking error.

Implementation of the above approach requires
identification of the forces that are to be compen-
sated. This identification is time-consuming and,
if it has to be done accurately, difficult. Further-
more, due to differences from plant to plant, this
identification has to be repeated for each plant.
However, Learning Feed-Forward Control (LFFC)
is a method that identifies and simultaneously
compensates these effects while the system is con-
trolled (Velthuis, 2000). In (Yao and Xu, 2002)
a similar problem is addressed from the adaptive
control point of view. This results in a more the-
oretical framework. These methods could make it
possible to compensate for loss of performance due
to low-cost construction by adding feed-forward
control.

In this paper the results of a set of experiments are
presented in which LFFC was applied on several
configurations of a linear motor. The configura-
tions existed of the combination of a good and a
bad set of magnets in combination with a comb in
which the outer-teeth were included or omitted.

This paper is organised as follows: In section 2
the principle of learning feed-forward control is
treated. The next section describes the experi-
ments that have been executed. In section 4 the
results are given and in the last section the con-
clusions will be drawn.

2. LEARNING FEED-FORWARD CONTROL

In this section the learning feed-forward control
scheme (figure 1) is treated. More information can
be found in (Velthuis, 2000). P is the plant, C is
the controller, LFF is the learning feed-forward
controller and R is the reference generator.
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Fig. 1. The learning feed-forward control scheme

2.1 Working Principle

It can be seen from this figure that if the feed-
forward controller equals the inverse of the plant,
the tracking error will be zero. This is the goal
of LFFC: learn the (stable part of the) inverse
of the plant. The inverse of the plant is ap-
proximated based on samples that are obtained
during the control of the plant. A feedback con-
troller is present to compensate for external dis-
turbances like noise and mismatches between the
feed-forward controller and the actual inverse of
the plant.

A feed-forward controller acts on the reference
signal and is not reacting on errors. This makes
it possible to compensate for effects before they
introduce an error. This is also the case in learning
feed-forward control; the LFF controller generates
a feed-forward signal based on the reference. The
forces that are required to nullify (non-linear)
state dependent effects like cogging and friction
should be present in this feed-forward signal. For
the LFFC to be able to compensate for these
effects, it should have access to the reference
states on which these effects depend. For instance,
if the feed-forward controller should compensate
for friction, it should have access to the velocity
because friction depends on this variable. If the
feed-forward controller should compensate for the
influence of the (unknown) inertial load, it should
have access to the acceleration.

If a feedback signal is still present after the feed-
forward signal is applied, an error between the
desired and the actual LFF output is present due
to an incorrect inverse. Hence, this feedback signal
is a measure of how the feed-forward signal should
be updated at that reference state (Otten et al.,
1997). By adding a part of the filtered feedback
signal to the already present feed-forward signal at
the reference state, the error will decrease on the
following occurrence of that state. The filtering is
applied to omit effects above the bandwidth. If
the error was due to noise with zero mean, the
effect it has on the learnt inverse will disappear,
because of averaging.

2.2 B-spline network

The actual function of the block LFF in figure 1
is function approximation; its goal is to determine



a relation between several inputs and an output
based on examples. The function approximator
should approximate the required feed-forward sig-
nal for a given reference to compensate for the dis-
turbing effects. In this paper a B-Spline Network
(BSN) is used as a function approximator (Brown
and Harris, 1994). This network is chosen for its
simplicity. Other function approximators are also
possible (de Kruif and de Vries, 2001).

A BSN is a neural network that uses B-spline basis
functions to store an input-output mapping. A B-
spline of order n consists of piecewise polynomial
functions of order n− 1. In this research only 2nd

order B-splines will be considered. The function
evaluation of a B-spline is generally called the
membership and is denoted as µ (fig 2). That part
of the input space for which µ is unequal to zero
is called its support. To create an i/o mapping,
B-splines are placed on the domain of the input
of the BSN, in such a way that at each input
value the sum of all memberships equals 1. The
output of the BSN is a weighted sum of the B-
spline evaluations:

uff(r) =

N∑

i=1

µi(r)wi

In which wi is the weight associated to the ith

B-spline and N is the number of B-splines.

The number of splines that is necessary to cover
the input space grows exponentially with the di-
mension of the input space. If only n splines were
required for input dimension of one, n2 splines are
required for a dimension of two and n3 splines for a
dimension of three. The exponential growth of the
number weights is called the curse of dimensional-
ity (Brown and Harris, 1994; de Vries et al., 2001).
The exponential growth of the number weights
results in large memories, bad generalisation and
difficult training.

2.3 Parsimonious LFF

One solution to overcome this curse of dimen-
sionality is to use parsimonious LFF (de Vries
et al., 2001). This solution uses several networks,
each compensating for one effect and adding the
output of these networks together. If these indi-
vidual effects depend on less variables than the
total input space, the individual networks have to
learn a relation with fewer inputs reducing the
total number of weights. Take for example the
compensation of friction and cogging. The friction
is velocity-dependent and can be approximated by
n splines while the cogging is position-dependent
and can be approximated by m splines. If these
effects would be learnt in one two-dimensionally
network, the number of weights would be equal to
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Fig. 2. Approximation of a function by a B-spline
network. At the bottom of the figure the
triangular functions denote the member ship
functions of the splines. The dashed line is
the actual function and the solid line in the
top figure is its approximation

n×m. However if both effect would be learnt in a
separate network, the number of required weights
would become n + m instead of n × m.

The training of a parsimonious network is rather
difficult because there are several networks that
have to be learnt but only one learning signal is
present. I.e., there is a difference between the total
sum of the networks and the inverse, but it is un-
known which network introduces this difference. If
a motion profile is used in which one effect is made
dominant, the error can be contributed to this
effect (de Vries et al., 2001). The creation of such
motion profiles require a-priori knowledge. Gen-
erally the dominant effects are known in motion
systems, but the magnitudes of these effects are
unknown. The construction of dedicated motion
profiles is done for the learning of the networks in
this paper.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In the experiments we evaluate the error reduction
achieved by LFFC for several configurations of
a linear motor. The goal is to investigate if the
tracking error enlargement due to low-cost con-
struction can be overcome by LFF. The plates
of magnets and the comb with coils could be
exchanged in the motor we investigated. For the
experiments two different plates of magnets were
used. One plate had a tightly toleranced set of
magnets that were placed accurately, and the
other plate had magnets with large differences be-
tween the strengths and were badly placed. These
plates will be referred to as the good and the bad
magnet plates. Next to the different plates, two
different combs with coils were used. One of these
combs had its outer-teeth still present, while in
the other comb these teeth were removed. The
used feedback controller was a PD-controller, with
fixed settings over all experiments.



Several state-depending effects will have an influ-
ence on the tracking error. The dominant effects
are cogging, friction, unknown mass, and an effect
due to the removal of the outer-teeth.
Cogging: This is an position dependent effect.
To compensate for this effect by feed-forward the
controller needs to have access to the position.
Friction: The friction that is present is assumed
to be only velocity-dependent. Hysteresis around
v = 0 [m/s] is not compensated for, nor is
position-dependent friction. The influence of the
position dependent effects is expected to be small
relative to the velocity-dependent influence.
Unknown mass: The mass of the moving part is
unknown. The network that is responsible for the
feed-forward signal due to the mass has to learn
one parameter, the mass, and the input of this
network is the acceleration.
Absence of outer-teeth: The magnetic field
present next to the translator will interact with
the permanent magnets resulting in a position-
dependent force. Next to this, the generated force
will be different if these outer-teeth are missing
due to incorrect commutation. The commutation
calculated by the controller is designed for a comb
including the outer-teeth. The commutation of the
motor currents is a function of the velocity and the
position.

The above mentioned effects should be compen-
sated for by the LFFC. To avoid the curse of di-
mensionality we only want to use one-dimensional
B-spline networks. If a two-dimensional network
would be used, proper training of the network is
nearly impossible if at the same time a good accu-
racy is required. Only for the compensation of the
removed outer-teeth a network is required that de-
pends on position and velocity. For the compensa-
tion of the other effects one-dimensional networks
are needed. Therefore, three one-dimensional net-
works are used and it is assumed that the velocity-
position dependent part is small.

The training motions are chosen such that one
effect is dominant during the motion. The net-
work that should compensate for the dominant
effect is the only network that will be adapted.
The networks are adapted successively for sev-
eral iterations until no error reduction takes place
anymore. The first network to be trained is the
acceleration net. This network should compensate
for the unknown mass. To get an estimate of the
mass, a motion is performed that will accelerate
at several positions and several velocities. This
is done to minimise the influence of the other
effects. The acceleration as function of the time is
given in figure 3. The next network that is trained
is the network that should compensate for the
position-dependent effects. The motion profile for
the training of this network is a movement with
a constant velocity. This velocity is v = 0.025
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Fig. 3. Motion profile for the learning of the mass
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Fig. 4. Motion profile for the learning of friction
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[m/s] to make sure that the position dependent
effect fell well within the bandwidth. The position-
dependent network is trained before the velocity-
dependent network because the friction is approx-
imately point symmetric in zero. This means that
a constant term is added if the movement is made
in one direction and this same constant term is
subtracted if the movement is made in opposite
direction. The last network that is trained is the
network that should compensate for the friction.
The motion profile is given in figure 4. This mo-
tion features a broad set of velocities at different
positions.

To test if the networks contain the correct func-
tions, a motion is performed that has not been
used during the training. This motion is given in
figure 5. This motion contains fast accelerations
at the beginning to test if the mass is correctly
learnt. After this, an oscillatory movement is done
to test if the friction is correctly approximation
around small values for the velocity. The evalua-
tion motion ends with a slow movement to test if
the cogging is learnt correctly.

4. RESULTS

The experiments have been carried out for the
four different configurations and the results for the
evaluation motion are given in the figures 6 to 9.
In these figures the gray line is the tracking error
before the learning, i.e. PD control only, and the
black line is the tracking error after learning. In all
the cases the tracking error reduces significantly.
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Fig. 6. Tracking error for good magnets and com-
plete comb
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Fig. 7. Tracking error for bad magnets and com-
plete comb

Please note the difference in scale between the first
two and the last two figures.

From these figures several observations can be
made. First, it can be seen that the tracking error
is relatively large if the velocity changes sign.
This happens several times between t = 5 and
t = 10 [s]. The friction changes approximately
discontinuously if the velocity changes sign due
to the Coulomb effect. The function approximator
is not capable of approximating this fast change
due to the width of the splines. It is of no use
to decrease the width of the splines because the
hysteresis would make it impossible to learn a
correct value.

Second, it can be seen that the error of fast
movements is larger than for slow movements if
the outer-teeth are missing. In figure 6 and 7 there
is no difference between the fast movement from
t = 10−13 [s] and the slow movement at t = 13−
20 [s]. While in figure 8 and 9 a difference in error
can be seen. This shows that forces introduced
by the absence of the outer-teeth of the comb
cannot be compensated for by a separate network
for position-dependent effects and a network for
the velocity-dependent effects.

Other observations are that an error due to accel-
eration is not present after learning, so the mass
is learnt well. Furthermore, the constant error
due to the use of a PD controller for constant
movements is removed. The last seven seconds of
figures 6 and 7 beautifully illustrates the influence
of the magnet placement and properties on the
cogging characteristics.
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Fig. 8. Tracking error for good magnets and in-
complete comb
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Fig. 9. Tracking error for bad magnets and incom-
plete comb

4.1 Network contents

4.1.1. Acceleration The acceleration network
had to estimate the mass of the translator. The
mass of the translator with the outer-teeth was
estimated on 10.5 and 10.7 [kg] for respectively
the good and the bad magnet plate. The small
difference can be contributed to crosstalk from the
position network. In the experiment with the high
cogging force, the error that is contributed to the
unknown mass could be originated from a position
dependent effect, thus introducing a value for the
mass slightly different.

The mass of the translator without the outer-teeth
was twice estimated near 11 [kg]. This translator
was a different one, which could explain for the
difference in mass. It might also be contributed to
crosstalk from other effects.

4.1.2. Velocity The velocity network has to
compensate for the friction. The contents of this
network is depicted in figure 10. The contents for
the different configurations look similarly and are
not given here. The contents of the network is
extrapolated linearly for the outer regions. The
figure shows what is expected for the friction
characteristic. The stiction can be seen at the
zero velocity crossing. The viscous friction, the
Coulomb friction and the Stribeck effect can be
observed in this figure.

4.1.3. Position The position network had to
compensate for all the effects that are position-
dependent. The contents of this network is heavily
influenced by the quality of the magnets as well
as by the absence of the outer-teeth. The contents
of this network is given in the figures 11 to 14.
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Fig. 10. Contents of velocity network
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Fig. 11. Position network for good magnets and
complete comb
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Fig. 12. Position network for bad magnets and
complete comb
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Fig. 13. Position network for good magnets and
incomplete comb

In figure 11 it can be seen that for the good
configuration the cogging force is not too large.
It stays within −10 and +5 [N]. When the good
magnet plate is replaced by the bad magnet plate,
it can be seen that the force that is required to
compensate for the cogging force is much higher.
This is illustrated in figure 12.

The contents of the position network for good
magnets and without the outer-teeth is given in
figure 13. The force that is required to compensate
for the position dependent effects is increased
significantly by the absence of the outer-teeth.
In figure 14 it can be seen that the force to
compensate for the position dependent effect is
largest if next to the comb without the outer-teeth
the bad magnet plate is used.
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Fig. 14. Position network for bad magnets and
incomplete comb (note the scale!)

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper it is shown by experiments that
the Learning Feed-Forward setting is capable of
significantly decreasing the tracking errors of a
motion system. It does so by approximating the
inverse of the plant including the non-linear state-
dependent effects like friction and cogging. It is
possible to use feed-forward control to compensate
for tracking errors that are introduced by low-
cost construction. This makes it attractive to use
low-cost control techniques instead of expensive
construction, cutting down the development and
production cost. For all configurations that were
considered controlled by LFF, the performance
was better than the configuration with the good
magnet plate and the inclusion of the outer-teeth
controlled only by PD control.
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